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Welcome to
Spiritual Economics

Please sign in and make a name card

I am a richly endowed expression of an opulent 
Universe. 

There is always a sufficiency to do the things I 
want and need to do. 

I am in the flow of absolute Goodness.

Affirmation & Prayer

My attention is focused on potential & possibility

I trust the Truth within me

I AM worth having what I want – just do it!

I have all it takes to make me successful

I discern the next best thing for me to do

I AM alive, alert, awake, joyous, 
and enthusiastic about life!

I love life!

Affirmation & Prayer
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We grow and help each other 
when we participate with an open heart.

Heart Agreements

Confidentiality

Open mindedness

Speaking from the 
heart

Being kind

No fixing

No sidebar 
conversations

Listening

Acknowledging

Courage to share

Authentic

Spiritual Economics

• God is the Allness of ever-present substance in which 
we live, move, and have being

• Substance - “The divine idea underlying all things...

• Faith is the spiritual capacity by which we may form 
and shape this ever-present basic element of Spirit-
substance

• Get into the flow

• Release your inner splendor

Spiritual Economics – Week 2
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Today

Readings:

• Chapter 3: “The Law of 
Visualization”

• Chapter 4: “If You Can Believe”

• Your perception is shaped according to your 
previous experiences, according to your faith, 
according to where you are in consciousness.

• When you understand the law of visualization, 
you will realize that the greatest need is not to 
set it right but to see it rightly. Right seeing is 
one of the most important keys to the 
effective demonstration of Truth.

The Law of Visualization

• Having conceived and deeply felt some thing 
or experience, you have actually created the 
condition in mind that makes a particular 
result inevitable. It is fundamental law.

• One of the most effective ways in which we 
use this law of visualization, and also by which 
we can understand it, is in worry.

Why?

The Law of Visualization
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• True seeing is a flow of consciousness, flowing 
like a fountain from within. Thus where you 
are in consciousness has everything to do with 
what you see in experience.

• The greatest need is not to set it right but to 
see it rightly. 

True Seeing

• We are not talking about seeing things (cars, 
houses, jobs, jewels, and so forth), but rather 
seeing from a consciousness of ever-present 
substance, which will become the magnetic 
force that draws the things to you but without 
any of them ever becoming the object of your 
life.

See it Rightly

• The secret of achieving prosperity lies in so 
vividly keeping yourself centered in the inner 
focus of affluence that you literally exude the 
consciousness of it. This is often called the 
"prosperity consciousness.”

• It is not something you gain through repeating 
prosperity affirmations over and over. It is 
getting yourself centered at the root of reality 
within.

Achieving Prosperity
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• You do not see things as they are but as you
are. You will always tend to act like the person 
you conceive yourself to be.

• You do not change your self-image by rejecting 
what you are but by discovering what you are.

• Your true image is not something to get; it is a 
reality to discover.

• Within you right now is the possibility of 
success and achievement.

Achieving Prosperity

• The whole Universe of innate substance is 
centered in you. There is nothing you can do to 
add to that or take away from it.

• Jesus in his disciplined consciousness was 
centered in the Source, while we are usually 
centered in various levels of limitation.

• Faith is consciousness centered in the universal 
Source.

If You Can Believe It

• Faith is consciousness centered in the universal 
Source.

• Faith simply tunes into and turns on the divine 
flow that has always been present.

• The ideal is not "believing in" but "believing from”
• Faith doesn't change the nature of reality any 

more than opening the drapes changes the nature 
of light. It changes the way you relate to reality.

If You Can Believe It
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• Let go of "I can't" and begin to identify yourself 
as God's living enterprise. You are not just an 
average person. You are you, a unique 
individualization of the universal creative 
process. 

Affirm: I can, because I AM!

"I-can't-itis"

• Right where you are in your present level of 
development, there is a limitless resource of 
wisdom and guidance, of ability and creativity, 
and of substance and supply through which 
you can do, and do superlatively well, all that 
needs to be done.

• Infinite Mind is an activity that is constantly at 
work within you, not just when you are 
affirming healing or prosperity prayers.

Prosperity Consciousness

• Faith is really your consent to let your own 
uniqueness unfold and to let that which is 
attracted by your uniqueness manifest in your 
life.

• Even as the flick of a switch turns on the light 
by reason of the law of electricity, so your faith 
releases your success power by reason of the 
law of Spirit within you.

Prosperity Consciousness
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What thoughts are frustrating your potential?

How can you shift your thinking, your vision 
from worry and I-can’t-itis

to a consciousness of ever-present substance
and inner affluence?

Flip the Switch

Love Offering

Divine love flowing as me,
blesses and multiplies

all that I have, 
all that I give,

and all that I receive.

Thank you!


